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1. Introduction  
 

In ubiquitous computing, we considered the following points. The fist, the user shall not be limited by the 
communication protocol. Each of the ubiquitous devices is conformed to different communication protocols. The 
second is frequently movement of devices and user. This paper proposed the operation recommendation approach 
providing „seamless‟ service to user. In order to support „seamless‟ service, a list of alternative services is composited 
services, which have same functionality and are satisfied the user requirements. In this paper we propose an enhanced 
service substitution method of service brokering approach (universal service broker: US-Broker) in [2]. The approach 
addresses interoperability and composition between heterogeneous ubiquitous services. The basic concept of US-
Broker composition is to derive a mapping between the target operation that should be substituted and substitute 
operation that offers similar functionality through a different interface. In addition, [2] represents the operation 
grouping information grouped by operation functionality. If target operation and another operation are belongs to 
same operation group, the operation is substitute operation. It is very simple, but it does not guarantee substitute 
service is executable because it does not consider I/O message structure and I/O parameter type. Furthermore, it does 
not take account of replacement costs or operation position. To solve this problem, we suggest the method for service 
recommendation of semantic based service substitution in ubiquitous computing. Our approach can provide a list of 
ranking services considering replacement cost, degree of satisfaction of user requirements, availability, execution 
time of operation, and execution cost, and location of user and operation. To make ranking service list, we defined 
the weights about user requirement. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Next section introduces related 
work. Third section discusses our approach for substitution of stateful services. Finally, we present the conclusions of 
this study and further research related to this study. 

 
2. Quality Criteria for Elementary Services 
 
We define the Quality-of-Services (QoS) as a set of perceivable characteristics expressed in user-friendly 

language with quantifiable parameters that may be subjective or objective. The characteristics of quality and their 
parameters are based on the user or client requirements. In addition, we consider the where the service is. The user 
decides whether the location is important or not. Our system makes the candidate service list according the user 
decision. 

We consider four generic quality criteria for elementary services: 
 execution time: the execution time of a operation is defined as the time spent by the system execution that 

operation, including the time spent execution run-time and the time spent lifting and lowering schema mapping. 
The execution time is computed using the expression  

qtime(op) = Tprocess(op) + Tmapping(onto, op),        (1) 
meaning that the execution time is the sum of the processing time Tprocess(op) and the schema mapping time 
Tmapping(onto, op). The schema mapping time is estimated based on executions of lifting and lowering schema 
mapping, i.e., 

Tmapping(onto, op) = Tlifting(onto, o) + Tlowering(o, i),        (2) 
where Tlifting(onto, o) is lifting schema mapping time between operation group ontology onto and operation 
output parameter o, and Tlifting(onto, o) is lowering schema mapping time between operation onto and operation 
input parameter i. 

 execution price: Given an operation op of service, the execution price qpr(op) is the fee that an operation 
requester has to pay for invoking the operation Finvoke(op). In addition, it includes the fee to use software 
Finvoke(soft) which supports schema mapping. 

Qpr(op) = Finvoke(op) + Finvoke(soft)        (3) 
 successful execution rate: The successful execution rate qrat(op) of an operation op is that how many the 

operation is completed without failed or error occurred. The value of the success rate is computed from data of 
past invocations using the expression  

qrat(op) = Ncompleted(op) / T,       (4) 
where Ncompleted(op) is the number of times that the operation op has been successfully completed, and T is the 
total number of invocations.1 
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 use frequency: Given an operation op of service, the use frequency qfr(op) is that how many the operation is 
invoked Nselection(op) by the operation requester. The expression is  

qfr(op) =  / Nselection(op, onto),       (5) 
where  is the total number of invoked operation in same operation group ontology onto. 
 

Our system makes the recommend operations list used by the weight of user requirement. The users are able to 
decide that how much each qos criteria are important. Our system supports ranked operation list that is the result to 
calculate with weighted qos criteria. The ranked operation list is made by the expression  

  (6) 
where  is the weight of execution time that is the value entered by user. For example, there are two 

candidate operations (Table 1). The candidate operation B is free, many users used this operation. The candidate 
operation C is faster than candidate operation B, but user has to pay using this operation. The user, who needs 
seamless services now, prefers a good software performance. In addition, this figure shows the calculated result 
according to expression (6). Although many users had used the operation B, operation C is fit to current user, who 
wants software which supports good performance. 
 

[Table 1] Example of candidate operations 
 

QoS criteria Candidate operation B Candidate operation C Weight 

Execution time 0.15 0.5 4 
Execution price 0 0.4 1 
Successful execution rate 0.9 0.9 0 
Use frequency 0.4 0.2 1 
Q 1.0 2.6  

 
3. Conclusions 
 
This paper proposed the approach for the operation recommendation considering the ubiquitous computing 

environment. This approach is based a Semantic Web technique. In addition, we investigated ubiquitous in the 
environment QoS(quality of services) that it has been used to research. We identified QoS of the existing ubiquitous 
computing environment that affects the user based on the substitution of alternative operations execution time, 
execution cost, availability and location. In addition, we defined new QoS that is suitable in substitution and based 
on QoS list identified. 
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